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The Genetic Algorithm is one of the advanced optimization
techniques frequently used for solving complex problems in the
research field, and there are plenty of parameters which affect the
outcome of the GA. In this study, a 25-bar truss with the
nonlinear constraint is chosen with the objective to minimize the
mass and variables being the discrete area. For the same, GA
parameter like Selection Function, Population Size, Crossover
Function, and Creation Function are varied to find the best
combination with minimum function evaluation. It is found that
the Uniform selection gives the best result irrespective of the
creation function, population size or crossover functions. But
this is at the cost of a large number of function evaluations, and
the other selection function fails to reach the global optimum and
has a smaller number of function evaluation count. If the analysis
of selection function is done one at a time, it is seen that all Cases
performs better in Roulette but, Case A which is non-integer type
with 200 population size being computationally cheaper than
Case B and C of population size 300. In the Tournament
selection, Case A, B with smaller population size and Case C with
higher population size performs better. Case C performs better
at Remainder selection with smaller population size, and Case A
and B for Stochastic Uniform with higher population size. And,
it is clear that the function evaluation count increases with the
population size in every Case from this study.
Keywords: Genetic Algorithm; 3D Truss; Optimization; Discrete Variable; MATLAB.

1

Introduction

Optimization of the structure is one of the design methods followed by the designer to get the adequate
result. There are a number of optimization method one can follow while trying for structural optimization,
but the classical method breaks down or becomes complex with more number of design variables.
Moving away from classical optimization techniques, there are lots of work done on truss and frame
structure optimization using advanced optimization techniques. In early years, C. Camp et al. [1] used a
Genetic algorithm(GA) to optimize the frame structure. Rajeev et al. [2] gave a simple GA for optimizing
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3D and 2D truss structure. V. Tongan et al. [3] used Adaptive GA where improved crossover and mutation
penalty function is suggested and compared with simple GA. T. Dede et al. [4] proposed binary and the
value encoded GA for optimization of the space truss. Also new crossover techniques in GA for structural
optimization by O. HasancËebi et al. [5]. Other approaches include; C. A. Coello et al. [6] using multiobjective optimization on different 3D truss cases, by taking 3 objective functions. Schutte et al. [7] made
use of Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm and M. Kripka [8] used Simulated Annealing algorithm to
find the solution for discrete optimization of truss comparing it with GA and other algorithms.
A. Kaveh et al. [9] proposed a hybrid Particle swarm and Ant colony optimization techniques, and Hybrid
Big-Bang-Big-Crunch algorithm [10] as well. G. Luh et al. [11] presented 2 stage particle swarm
optimization. But GA still remains one of the most used optimization algorithms, due to its flexibility to
tune the parameter to get the optimum result.
Moreover, many works are done in recent years such as: finding out the influence of various parameters
of the GA effect on structural optimization by Z. El Maskaoui et al. [12] which concentrated on the
crossover, mutation probability, and population size. Ramkumar. P. et al. [13]used differential evolution
algorithm to optimize the plane truss member cross-section area, D. Neeraja et al. [14] along with size;
shape and topology optimization was implemented through MATLAB on plane truss using GA, and H
Assimi et.al. [15] extended size and topology optimization of planar truss using GA to more benchmark
problem and did a comparison. High-performance GA to optimize the space truss, including 25 bar space
truss was developed by I. Serpik et al. [16]. V. R. Kalatjari et al. [17] used the method of partitioning the
design space to increase optimization speed in GA in the skeletal structure. Most of the studies fail to take
into consideration the many parameters which need to be properly selected for optimization of the
problem, and not much study of the GA parameter effect has been carried out which gives a research
opportunity.
The aim of this study was to compare different cases with each having different Genetic Algorithm
parameters like Selection Function, Population Size, Crossover Function, and Creation Function and find
the best combination which minimizes the mass and has low function evaluation for 25 bar space trusses
with non-linear constraint.
2

25 Bar Truss Optimization

Truss structure has the flexible design space which
gives a design engineer number of variables to
design. The stress in the truss member and the
displacement of each node are the main concern
while designing, which leads us to problem
definition for optimization.
2.1

Problem Definition

Material Properties [2]:
Modulus of Elasticity (E) =104 ksi = 6.89 x 104 MPa
Density = 0.10 lb/in3 =2,770 kg/m3
25 bar Truss element arrangement for this problem
is given in the Fig.1.
The table view of node location in mm is as shown
in table 1.
Figure 1: Dimensions of 25 Bar Truss in inches
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Table 1: Node Location of 25 Bar Truss in mm

Node No
1
2
3
4
5

Location in mm
Y
Z
0
5080
0
5080
952.5
2540
952.5
2540
-952.5
2540

X
-952.5
952.5
-952.5
952.5
952.5

Node No
6
7
8
9
10

Location in mm
Y
Z
-952.5
2540
2540
0
2540
0
-2540
0
-2540
0

X
-952.5
-2540
2540
2540
-2540

The 25 elements are divided into 8 groups and each group will have a particular area truss, the element
numbers are as shown in table 2.
Table 2: Element Grouping of 25 Bar Truss
Element
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Node1

Node2

1
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
6
4
3
6

2
4
3
5
6
4
5
3
6
3
5
4
5

Group
No
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5

Area
No
A1
A2

A3

A4
A5

Element
No
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Node1

Node2

3
6
4
5
4
3
5
6
6
3
4
5

10
7
9
8
7
8
10
9
10
7
8
9

Group
No
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8

Area
No
A6

A7

A8

Node number 7, 8, 9, and 10 is completely fixed. And, the loading on the structure is as shown in table 3.
Table 3: Loading on Nodes in 25 Bar Truss
Force in N

2.2

Node

X

Y

Z

1

4453.74

-44537.4

-44537.4

2

0

-44537.4

-44537.4

3

2226.87

0

0

6

2672.244

0

0

Optimization Problem Statement

Objective - Minimization of the Mass
Variables - Area of the elements (8 Variables)
ConstraintsStress Constraints: σi ≤ ± 257.6MPa (40ksi) i=1,2,3…25
Displacement Constraints: δj ≤ ±8.89mm (0.35 in) in x and y direction, j=1,2
Area can take only discrete values of 0.1, 0.2,…. 3.4 in2 [2]
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3

Genetic Algorithm and Parameters

In GA, there are many components which define the end result, especially in nonlinear constraint problem
such as this problem, these components are widely known as genetic operators. Important ones are
explained below.
3.1

Population Size

Population size is the number of individuals per generation, if the population size increases then the total
number of generations needed will be decreased to reach the optimum, but the number of function
evaluation or computational time will increase.
3.2

Population Type
i.

Integer: Every individual of the population is an integer number, also known as a discrete
variable, mainly useful in times where the result should have a standard size. Examplediameter of the bolt, thickness of the sheet.
ii. Non-Integer: Every individual of the population can have any real number, this is also known
as continuous variable type, it will lead to the global optimum, but manufacturing could be
a challenge.

Figure 2: Genetic Algorithm Flow Chart for this study used in MATLAB
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3.3

Initial Population Creation
i.
ii.

3.4

Selection function
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

3.5

Roulette: This selects parents by simulating a roulette wheel, where the area of the section of
the wheel is directly proportional to the individual's fitness value of the individual. Hence the
best individual will pass the gene to reproduce.
Uniform: This selects parents using the expectations and number of parents. And it is not a
very effective search strategy, but it works.
Tournament: This selects parent by creating Tournament size set and then choosing the best
individual out of that to be a parent. Tournament size, in this case, will be 4.
Remainder: This selects parents deterministically from the integer part of each individual's
scaled value and then uses Roulette selection on the remaining fractional part. The probability
that a parent is chosen is proportional to the fractional part of scaled values.
Stochastic uniform: This lays out a line in which each parent corresponds to a section of the
line of length proportional to its scaled value. The algorithm moves along the line in steps of
equal size. At each step, the algorithm allocates a parent from the section it lands on. The first
step is a uniform random number less than the step size.

Crossover function
i.

ii.

3.6

Uniform: This creates a random initial population with a uniform distribution. The uniform
distribution is in the initial population range given by upper and lower bounds on the variables.
Linear feasible: This generates a random initial population that is bounded and satisfies linear
constraints if it exists. And with linear constraints, the Feasible population will produce a
large number of individuals on the boundaries of the constraint region and generates a
scattered population. Also, feasible population neglects the initial range.

Scattered: This creates a random binary vector and selects the genes where the vector is a 1
from the first parent and the genes where the vector is a 0 from the second parent, which is
then combined to form the child.
For example, if P_1 and P_2 are the parents
P_1 = [A B C D E F G H]
P_2 = [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8]
And if the binary vector is [1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0], the function returns the following child:
C_1 = [A 2 3 4 E 6 G 8]
Two-point: This selects two random integers m and n between 1 and the number of variables.
The function selects vector entries numbered less than or equal to m from the first parent
vector entries numbered from m+1 to n, inclusive, from the second parent vector entries
numbered greater than n from the first parent. The algorithm then concatenates these genes
to form a single gene.
For example, if P_1 and P_2 are the parents
P_1 = [A B C D E F G H]
P_2 = [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8]
And if the crossover points are 2 and 4, the function returns the following child.
C_1 = [A b 3 4 5 F G H]
Other crossover functions are single point, arithmetic, intermediate, heuristic, etc.

Mutation function
The mutation function chosen here is an adaptive feasible function. Here it randomly generates
directions that are adaptive with respect to the last successful or unsuccessful generation. The
mutation chooses a direction and step length that satisfies bounds and linear constraints.
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The GA procedure is independently repeated 20 times for each case as per the GA flow chart Fig. 2, with
objective function and constrains values evaluated from Finite Element Model code of 25 bar Truss in
MATLAB. After this independent run, the solution having the minimum value of objective function
among these 20 solutions is accepted.
Table 4: Different Cases used for the Study
Case A
Creation function

Case B
Uniform/Linear feasible

Case C

Creation function type

Non-Integer

Integer

Integer

Crossover function

Scattered

Scattered

Two-point

Mutation function

Adapt feasible

Mutation function type
Population size
Selection functions

Integer
100/200/300
Roulette/Uniform/Tournament/Remainder/Stochastic Uniform

4
4.1

Results
Case A:

From the Fig. 3, it is evident that Uniform creation gives the minimum mass irrespective of the population
size and creation function, which is better than other GA discrete variable approach [2][4][16] and heuristic
search algorithm [8][18][10] till date, whereas Roulette selection shows local minimum for population size
200, and deteriorates for population size 300. Tournament selection objective function value deteriorates
with increases in the population size, this is mainly due to non-integer creation function. Both Remainder
and Stochastic Uniform selection result show improvement with an increase in the population size, with
Remainder showing significant change compared to Stochastic uniform selection.
223.5
223
222.5
222

219
218.5
218

Tournament

Remainder

221.1444655
221.1444655
220.9060868
220.9060868
220.6677081
220.6677081

219.5

222.7316854
223.070277
221.9131312
221.9131312
220.3410521
220.3410521

220

221.0561882
220.3410521
222.0632326
222.0632326
222.3016113
222.3016113

220.5

219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864

221

221.0561882
222.3016113
220.6677081
220.6677081
220.9060868
220.9060868

Mass in Kg

221.5

217.5
Roulette

Uniform

Stochastic Uniform

Uniform creation Population of 100

Linear feasible Population of 100

Uniform creation Population of 200

Linear feasible Population of 200

Uniform creation Population of 300

Linear feasible Population of 300

Figure 3: Case A- Minimum Mass Result for different GA Parameters
4.2

Case B:

Referring to Fig. 4, the Uniform selection function is outperforming others, also it shows no effect of
creation function or population size. But there is a slight improvement in the objective function value with
increase in the population size for other selection methods, except Tournament where Uniform creation
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221.1444655
222.3016113
220.9060868
220.9060868
220.6677081
220.6677081

222.7316854
223.070277
221.1444655
221.1444655
221.1444655
221.1444655

221.0561882
224.9960885
224.2274228
224.2274228
223.9890441
223.9890441

219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864

225.5
225
224.5
224
223.5
223
222.5
222
221.5
221
220.5
220
219.5
219
218.5
218
217.5
217
216.5

221.0561882
222.8318983
220.9060868
220.9060868
220.6677081
220.6677081

Mass in Kg

function with the population size of 100 has better objective function value than its counterparts. Also,
the Uniform creation function with the population size of 100 gives much better result than Linear feasible
function with the population size of 100.

Roulette
Uniform
Tournament
Remainder
Stochastic Uniform
Uniform creation Population of 100
Linear feasible Population of 100
Uniform creation Population of 200

Linear feasible Population of 200

Uniform creation Population of 300

Linear feasible Population of 300

222.8318983
222.8318983
221.1444655
221.1444655
220.9060868
220.9060868

219.8107651
219.8107651
220.8178095
220.8178095
220.6677081
220.6677081

223.9890441
223.9890441
222.8318983
222.8318983
222.3016113
222.3016113

219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864
219.5723864

222.8318983
222.8318983
222.3016113
222.3016113
220.6677081
220.6677081

Mass in Kg

Figure 4: Case B- Minimum Mass Result for different GA Parameters
224.5
224
223.5
223
222.5
222
221.5
221
220.5
220
219.5
219
218.5
218
217.5
217

Roulette
Uniform
Tournament
Remainder
Stochastic Uniform
Uniform creation Population of 100
Linear feasible Population of 100
Uniform creation Population of 200
Linear feasible Population of 200
Uniform creation Population of 300
Linear feasible Population of 300

Figure 5: Case C- Minimum Mass Result for different GA Parameters
4.3

Case C:

As shown in Fig. 5, Uniform selection function performs better in this case as well, and the Roulette
selection function result shows significant change with population size compared to Case A, and B, which
is because of two-point crossover. A similar trend has been observed in the Tournament and Stochastic
Uniform selection, and opposite effect with the Remainder selection. But two-point crossover performs
better with the Remainder selection, rather than scattered crossover which is shown in Fig. 4.
4.4

Comparison

In all 3 Case, Uniform selection function performance is found to be the global optimum. Roulette
selection function gives a better result with the population of 300, for integer creation type, and with the
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population of 200 for non-integer creation type, with no effect of creation function and crossover function,
but still fail to reach a global minimum. The Tournament selection function works best with the Linear
creation function of non-integer type, with 100 population size. Whereas, Remainder selection function
gives a result which is very close to global optimum with two-point crossover, and integer creation type
of population size 100, the creation function has no effect. Stochastic Uniform performs better with high
population size, and scattered crossover, and shows no effect of creation function and creation function
type.
4.5

Function Count Result:

Remainder

146600
146600
196200
196200

Tournament

68900
65800

59900
59300
107600
107600
171000
171000

239400
239400
Uniform

63600
61700
114800
114800
174600
174600

Roulette

89400
90900
143600
143600

59500
67300

149000
149000
192600
192600

Function Evalauation Count

This is the count of the objective function evaluated by the Genetic algorithm, and for all three cases
shown in Fig 6, 7, and 8, it can be seen that as the population size increases the function count also
increases. But the Uniform selection shows a large increase compared to the other, which is the main
reason for better results compared to other selection function. By considering the Genetic Algorithm
stopping criterion as one more GA parameter, which this study has not considered, there could be an
improvement in the result of other selection functions.

Stochastic Uniform

Remainder

Figure 7: Case B- Function Evaluation Count for different GA Parameters
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149600
149600
203400
203400

Tournament

68900
61400

59900
66200
141200
141200
145800
145800

268200
240000
Uniform

63600
57300
122200
122200
177000
177000

Roulette

89400
91100
146000
146000

59500
76300
140400
140400
202200
157500

Function Evalauation Count

Figure 6: Case A- Function Evaluation Count for different GA Parameters

Stochastic Uniform
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Roulette

Uniform

Tournament

68900
68900
116000
116000
192600
192600

224700
224700
56000
56000
98200
98200

64100
64100
125400
125400
162300
162300

90800
90800
153600
153600
218400
218400

78700
78700
109800
109800

201600
201600

Function Evalauation Count
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Remainder

Stochastic Uniform

Figure 8: Case C- Function Evaluation Count for different GA Parameters
5

Conclusions

The 25-bar truss with the nonlinear constraint is taken with the objective to minimize the mass and variable
being the discrete area of each element. And GA parameters like Selection Function, Population Size,
Crossover Function, and Creation Function are varied to find the effect on the optimum result and the
function evaluation. It is found that the Uniform selection gives the best result, irrespective of the creation
function, population size or crossover function. But this is at the cost of a large number of function
evaluations, hence computationally costlier. And the other selection function fails to reach the global
optimum and has a smaller number of function evaluation count. If the analysis of selection function is
done one at a time, it is seen that all Cases performs better in Roulette but, Case A which is non-integer
type with 200 population size being computationally cheaper than Case B and C of population size 300.
In the Tournament selection, Case A, B with smaller population size and Case C with higher population
size performs better. Case C performs better at Remainder selection with smaller population size, and
Case A and B for Stochastic Uniform with higher population size. And, it is clear that the function
evaluation count increases with the population size in every Case from this study. It has to be noted that
the stopping criteria for all the three cases are same, which can be the cause for the lower function
evaluation count for other than Uniform selection function, which leads to the local optimum result, rather
than the global optimum. Hence the effect of stopping criteria need to be taken into consideration in
future studies.
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